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Abstract: Landslide susceptibility prediction has the disadvantages of being challenging to apply to
expanding landslide samples and the low accuracy of a subjective random selection of non-landslide
samples. Taking Fu’an City, Fujian Province, as an example, a model based on a semi-supervised
framework using particle swarm optimization to optimize extreme learning machines (SS-PSO-ELM)
is proposed. Based on the landslide samples, a semi-supervised learning framework is constructed
through Density Peak Clustering (DPC), Frequency Ratio (FR), and Random Forest (RF) models
to expand and divide the landslide sample data. The landslide susceptibility was predicted using
high-trust sample data as the input variables of the data-driven model. The results show that the
area under the curve (AUC) valued at the SS-PSO-ELM model for landslide susceptibility prediction
is 0.893 and the root means square error (RMSE) is 0.370, which is better than ELM and PSO-ELM
models without the semi-supervised framework. It shows that the SS-PSO-ELM model is more
effective in landslide susceptibility. Thus, it provides a new research idea for predicting landslide
susceptibility.

Keywords: landslide susceptibility prediction; semi-supervised learning; clustering by fast search
and finding density peaks; random forest; extreme learning machine

1. Introduction

Landslide is a complex geological phenomenon, determined by how the rock mass
on the slope is affected by rainwater soaking and artificial factors and how it slides down
due to gravity. It is the most common geological disaster in the world [1]. Landslides
cause severe casualties and economic losses every year, seriously restricting the economic
development of some regions. In many areas, disasters have hindered the development
of cities and become a barrier to poverty alleviation in various countries [2,3]. Therefore,
how to effectively predict the susceptibility to landslides has become a hotspot in current
landslide research [4]. Drawing accurate landslide susceptibility maps can provide essential
guidance for early warning and prevention and provide a basis and suggestions for disaster
prevention and mitigation work.

Many scholars have researched landslide disasters, including susceptibility prediction,
disaster risk assessment, landslide mechanism analysis, and detection [5–9]. Landslide
susceptibility prediction comprehensively analyzes various geological and environmen-
tal factors, historical landslide data, and physical laws of landslides in the study area to
identify the probability of future landslides in the study area [10]. The principal meth-
ods of landslide susceptibility prediction are empirical models, statistical models, and
machine learning models. Lyu et al. [11] used the analytic hierarchy process to predict
the susceptibility to geological disasters and assess the disaster risk in Lanzhou. They
provided suggestions and a basis for disaster prevention work in Lanzhou. In a statistical
model, Khan et al. [12] used frequency ratio techniques to map landslide susceptibility
in the northern region of Pakistan. They drew a landslide susceptibility map based on
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the relationship between landslide inventories and landslide causative factors compiled
from visual interpretations of SPOT-5 images, providing a basis for relevant agencies to
formulate and implement landslide mitigation measures.

The development of machine learning, compared with previous empirical and sta-
tistical models, has a better nonlinear predictive ability in landslide susceptibility predic-
tion [13]. Nevertheless, from the current research results, almost all machine learning
methods for analyzing the potential risk of landslides rely heavily on inventory datasets
of the known spatial extent of landslides or the characteristic GPS location of each known
landslide in the target study area [14]. Therefore, landslide susceptibility prediction requires
more detailed and accurate maps and inventories [15]. Thus, evaluating the application of
different machine learning methods and deep learning convolutional neural networks in
landslide detection and susceptibility prediction has become an essential task for landslide
applications. For example, Ghorbanzadeh et al. used deep learning models to study land-
slide detection and the development and validation of methods for systematically updating
landslide lists [16]. Balogun et al. [17] used the gray wolf optimization algorithm, the bat
algorithm, and the cuckoo algorithm to jointly optimize the support vector machine regres-
sion model’s parameters, which improved the landslide susceptibility prediction accuracy
in western Serbia. Ivan et al. [18] employed a statistically calibrated Bayesian framework
and introduced an approximate likelihood formulation, leading to the improved prediction
accuracy of landslide susceptibility. Guo et al. [19] proposed a prediction model of back
propagation neural network based on wavelet analysis and a gray wolf optimization algo-
rithm. Taking China’s Three Gorges Reservoir area as an example, landslide displacement
was predicted, providing the basis for landslide warning. Zhang et al. [20] proposed a BP
neural network model optimized by a new water cycle algorithm. The model was used to
predict landslides in the Three Gorges Reservoir area. It has a faster convergence speed
and higher prediction accuracy than the traditional BPNN model. Benbouras used particle
swarm optimization (PSO), genetic algorithm (GA), and nine other hybrid meta-heuristic
algorithms to spatially predict landslide susceptibility in the Sahel region of Algeria. More-
over, it draws an accurate map to help land-use managers and policymakers mitigate
landslide hazards [21].

Although machine learning models have achieved a series of results in predicting
landslide susceptibility, there are still some deficiencies in the use of machine learning
models in landslide susceptibility prediction. For example, when using machine learning
models to predict landslide susceptibility. It is difficult to obtain landslide sample data in
the wild [22]. Moreover, the existing research is challenging to select valuable non-landslide
raster data [23]. In a previous study, non-landslide points were randomly selected in the
study area or based on expert experience. This decision can lead to bias and overfitting,
leading to immeasurable errors in data processing, resulting in reduced model prediction
accuracy [24]. This paper proposes an extreme learning machine model based on a semi-
supervised framework and uses the particle swarm optimization algorithm to optimize
the parameters of the extreme learning machine (SS-PSO-ELM). The model is used to
expand the landslide sample data and divide the high-trust non-landslide sample data,
which solves the shortcomings of the existing model and further improves the accuracy of
landslide sensitivity mapping.

The semi-supervised learning method divides the unlabeled sample data according
to the labeled sample data. The method’s core assumes that the unlabeled samples can
provide helpful feature space distribution information [25]. Using the clustering algorithm
to realize the pre-training and classification of data pseudo-labels can alleviate the difficulty
in obtaining accurate sample data to the greatest extent. Semi-supervised learning has been
widely used in sample data analysis and evaluation [26–28]. In landslide susceptibility
prediction and landslide detection, supervised learning frameworks, semi-supervised
learning frameworks, and unsupervised learning frameworks have also demonstrated their
superiority [29–31]. This paper selects Fu’an City, Fujian Province, China, as the research
area. The SS-PSO-ELM and the ELM and PSO-ELM models without a semi-supervised
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framework are used for comparative analysis to explore the semi-supervised learning
framework’s modeling effect.

2. Overview and Data of the Study Area
2.1. Study Area

The study area is Fu’an City, Fujian Province, China, located in the northeastern part
of Fujian province. As shown in Figure 1, between 119◦23′~119◦52′ E and 26◦41′~27◦24′ N,
the total area is 1880 km2. The study area is located near the ocean, the climate is warm
and humid, and the climate is a subtropical marine monsoon climate. The study area
contains three major mountain ranges: the southeast slope of the Jiufeng mountains, the
southwest Taimu mountains, and the Donggong mountains. The mountain trend is roughly
northeast-southwest, and the terrain is inclined to the south. The east and west are high,
and the middle is low-lying. The study area forms a north-south valley. The stratigraphic
Mesozoic in the study area has an extensive distribution range, and the Cenozoic and
Sinian sub-world are only exposed in small spaces. Landforms are divided into five types:
mountains, hills, valleys, plains, and beaches [32].
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Figure 1. Geographical location and landslide location map of Fu’an.

2.2. Data Sources

The primary data sources are: (1) Field investigation and relevant landslide data
obtained by Fu’an Natural Resources Bureau; (2) From Geospatial Data Cloud (https:
//www.gscloud.cn/) (accessed date: 19 November 2021), 30 m resolution DEM data and
Landsat 8 remote sensing images to extract elevation, slope, NDVI, plane curvature, profile
curvature, river system distance, slope aspect, and other information, as shown in Figure 2;
(3) A 1:200,000 geological map to obtain the lithological data of the study area, as shown in
Figure 2h.

https://www.gscloud.cn/
https://www.gscloud.cn/
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(c) Profile curvature map. (d) Slope direction map. (e) Slope map. (f) NDVI map. (g) Water system
distance map. (h) Lithology map.

2.3. Environmental Factors

According to the geographical situation of Fu’an City, the existing landslide research,
and the introduction of relevant references, most of the landslides in Fu’an City are located
in relatively high terrain. Landslides are mainly distributed over the eastern and surround-
ing areas and more minor in the central and western regions. This paper extracts eight
landslide environmental factors: elevation, slope, NDVI, plane curvature, section curvature,
water system distance, slope aspect, and lithology.

3. Methods

The flow of the SS-PSO-ELM model proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 3:
(1) Landslide location information and environmental factor data in the study area are
obtained based on field surveys; (2) A semi-supervised learning framework is constructed
based on a density peak clustering algorithm, random forest model, and frequency ratio
method, and using a semi-supervised learning framework to convert landslide information
and environmental factor data from field surveys into high-trust non-landslide data and
landslide data; (3) High-trust data are weighted using a max-correlation min-redundancy
algorithm; (4) The weighted data are substituted onto the PSO-ELM model to predict
landslide susceptibility and draw a landslide susceptibility map; (5) Using ROC curve,
landslide susceptibility index, and root mean square error, the prediction accuracy of the
landslide is evaluated, to provide new research ideas and theoretical guidance for landslide
susceptibility prediction.
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3.1. Density Peak Clustering Algorithm

The density peak clustering algorithm is a new clustering algorithm proposed by
Rodriguez in 2014 [33]. The algorithm has the advantages of the mean clustering method,
hierarchical clustering method, grid clustering algorithm, and density clustering algorithm,
which are fast and straightforward, and insensitive to noise, and overcomes the shortcom-
ings of the high computational complexity of the existing traditional clustering algorithms.
The density peak clustering algorithm defines new clustering metrics: Minimum Density
Distance and Local Density. The algorithm uses low-density areas to distinguish high-
density areas and can quickly and effectively identify cluster centers in many data. This is
suitable for data of any distribution type [34].

Let the local density be ρ, the minimum density distance be δ, the local density of the
data point xa be ρa, and the reach of data point xa to the nearest data point xb whose local
density is more significant than itself be δa.

The local density formula of the density peak clustering algorithm is:

ρa = ∑
a 6=b

χ(dab − dc) (1)

The minimum density distance formula is:

δa = min
b:ρb>ρa

(dab) (2)

In the procedure, χ(•) is the logical judgment function, (•) < 0, χ(•) = 1, otherwise
χ(•) = 0, dab is the distance between xa and xb, and dc is the cut-off distance. Take δ as
the abscissa and ρ as the ordinate to get the clustering decision diagram of the density
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peak clustering algorithm. Select several points of the relatively large distance between
local density and minimum density as cluster center points and remove noise points with
relatively low local density but rather large minimum density distance. Finally, the data
close to the cluster center are grouped into a cluster to complete the clustering.

3.2. Max-Correlation Min-Redundancy Algorithm

The maximum correlation minimum redundancy algorithm was first proposed by
Peng [35] to extract optimal eigenvalues. The algorithm’s core is to find the feature of
the most significant correlation between the dependent variable and the little correlation
between the independent variables in a part set to delete and simplify the feature set and
eliminate redundant variables.

The maximum correlation minimum redundancy algorithm calculates the correlation
and redundancy between features based on mutual information. Let the two variables be
X and Y. The mutual information formula is:

I(X; Y) =
∫ ∫

P(x, y) log
P(X, Y)

P(X)P(Y)
dXdY (3)

where P(X, Y) is the joint probability function of X and Y and P(X) and P(Y) are the prob-
ability density functions of X and Y, respectively. Mutual information can be understood
as the amount of data that contains the Y variable in the X variable.

The maximum correlation is defined as: maxD(S, c)

D = 1
|s|

s
∑

i=1
I(xi; c) (4)

The minimum redundancy is defined as:
minR(S)

R = 1
|S|2

s−1
∑

i=1

s
∑

j=i+1
I(xi, xj)

(5)

where S is the feature set composed of factors, c is the target value, and I(Xi; c) is the
mutual information between the factor features and the target.

The feature selection criteria of the maximum correlation minimum redundancy
algorithm are:

Information subtraction: {
maxϕ(D, R)
ϕ(D, R) = D− R

(6)

Information entropy: {
maxϕ(D, R)
ϕ(D, R) = D/R

(7)

According to information entropy or information subtraction, the total score of correla-
tion and redundancy between factors is obtained. Then, factors are selected to be removed
based on the score or the weight of each factor is calculated.

3.3. Extreme Learning Machine

Huang [36] proposed the extreme learning machine, which improved the traditional
feedforward neural network’s slow learning speed, making it easy to fall into a local
minimum, making it easy to overtrain, and causing the generalization performance to
decline. Extreme Learning Machine is a machine learning based on a feedforward neural
network. The innovations include: (1) The connection weights and thresholds of the input
layer and the hidden layer can be set randomly; there is no need to adjust after setting,
reducing the amount of calculation. (2) The weight between the hidden layer and the
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output layer does not need to be iteratively adjusted and is converted into a method for
solving the equation system.

The calculation process of extreme learning machine can be expressed as:

fL(x) =
L

∑
i=1

βig(wi ∗ xj + bj), j = 1, . . . , N (8)

where L is the number of hidden units, βi is the weight vector between the ith hidden layer
and the output layer, g is the activation function, b is the bias vector, wi is the weight vector
between the input layer and the hidden layer, and N is the number of training samples.

T = H · β (9)

Formula (8) can be transformed into Formula (9), where H is the output matrix of the
hidden layer, β is the output weight, and T is the output result. Once the input weight
wi and the paranoid vector b are randomly determined, the output matrix H is uniquely
determined, and the output weight β can be determined.

β̂ = H†T (10)

In Formula (10), H† is the Moore-Penrose generalized matrix of H.

Y = H′ β̂ (11)

Substitute the test set into Formula (10) to calculate the hidden layer output matrix H′ ,
and obtain the test set result.

3.4. Random Forest

Breiman first proposed random forest [37]. Random forest is based on a decision tree
model. A more stable model is obtained by fusion of multiple decision trees, combining
a random selection of features and integration ideas. The model randomly selects com-
ponents and samples, so each tree has differences and similarities. Each tree predicts the
pieces and obtains the final decision through voting [3].

3.5. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm

Particle swarm optimization is an evolutionary algorithm that imitates the foraging
behavior of birds, first proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [38,39]. Particle swarm opti-
mization has the advantages of fast convergence speed and high optimization performance.
Moreover, it will not fall into a local optimum.

The core of particle swarm optimization is that in the D-dimensional particle search
space, there are n particles. All particles have a fitness value determined by the optimized
function. Each particle’s vector velocity determines the distance and direction they fly.
The particles will follow the current optimal particle to search in the space, and finally, all
converge to the vicinity of the optimal value [40].

3.6. Uncertainty Analysis Method
3.6.1. ROC Curve Precision Analysis

The ROC curve is drawn by taking the valid positive rate (sensitivity) as the ordinate
and the false positive rate (1-specificity) as the abscissa. The closer the curve is to the upper
left corner, the higher the accuracy, and the larger the area under the ROC curve, the better
the effect. The ROC curve indicator is defined as:

Sensitivity:

SST =
TP

TP + FN
(12)
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Specificity:

SPF =
TN

TN + FP
(13)

From the sample results, the data can be divided into two categories. For example, in
this paper, the positive data are the sample data of landslides, and the negative data are
the non-landslide sample data. (1) TP: Positive data predict the correct number. (2) TN:
Negative data predict the correct number. (3) FP: Number of positive data prediction errors.
(4) FN: Number of negative data prediction errors. (5) SST: The proportion of positive
samples that are correctly classified. (6) SPF: The proportion of negative samples that are
correctly classified.

3.6.2. Frequency Ratio

The frequency ratio reflects the distribution of factors of the class and can well explain
the intrinsic relationship between factors and classes [41]. The formula for calculating the
frequency ratio is:

FR =
Nj/N
Sj/S

(14)

where Nj is the number of landslide grids in a cluster, N is the number of landslide grids in
all groups, Sj is the number of units in the bunch, and S is the total number of grids shared
by all clusters.

3.6.3. Root Mean Square Error Analysis

The root mean square error is the square root of the square ratio of the deviation from
the observed value and the actual value and the number of observations n. RMSE is very
sensitive to the large and small errors of measurement data, so RMSE can well reflect the
accuracy of the measurement. The mathematical formula for the root mean square error is:

RMSE =

√
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(ŷi − yi)2 (15)

where ŷi is the actual value, yi is the predicted value, and n is the number of observations.

4. Modeling of Landslide Susceptibility Assessment in Fu’an
4.1. Semi-Supervised Learning Framework Construction

Before making a landslide susceptibility prediction, high-trust non-landslide points
were selected and high-trust landslide points were expanded to compensate for the lack
of landslide data and the uncertainty caused by the random selection of non-landslide
problems.

The flowchart of the semi-supervised learning framework is shown in Figure 4: (1) The
data of the study area were organized into raster data. A total of 2,191,350 grid cells were
obtained in the study area, with randomly selected 622 raster cell data from which landslide
data and non-landslide data are 1:1, and the 622 data are clustered by the density peak
clustering algorithm, as shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a is the cluster center selection diagram,
the abscissa is the density of data points, and the ordinate is the distance from the point
to the nearest higher density point. The density peak clustering algorithm selects a point
with a higher density and no higher density nearby as the cluster center point. Therefore,
according to Figure 5a, 489, 324, 367, 455, and 388 were selected as the cluster center points.
Figure 5b shows that the remaining points are divided according to the five cluster center
points. All the data are divided into five categories, and the cross symbols indicate the
positions of the five cluster centers. (2) The categories calculated by the clustering algorithm
were analyzed according to the frequency ratio method, and category a, with the most
landslide data, and category b, with the most non-landslide data, were selected. The
optimal condition is that both the proportion of landslide data in a and the ratio of non-
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landslide data in b exceed 0.7 (according to the existing research foundation and multiple
experiments, it has been proved that 0.7 is the best threshold for experimental results; less
than 0.7 is not ideal, and data with a threshold over 0.7 are prone to local redundancy).
Otherwise, repeat step 1. The meaning of this step is to select two types of data from
the five types of data, one of which has a landslide ratio higher than 0.7 and the other
type of data whose non-landslide percentage is higher than 0.7. According to the density
peak clustering algorithm, the same kind of data approximates in space if the proportion
of landslide or non-landslide in a data class is the majority. It can be demonstrated that
landslides or non-landslides in such data may be a standard feature. (3) The high-trust
clustering data is used as training data on the random forest. Predict existing high-trust
clustered data (the data for the first loop is itself). Assign prediction results to pseudo
labels. In this step, the cluster data obtained in the above steps are added to the training
data of the random forest model, and then the data are predicted and classified. Suppose
the label of the predicted class is the same as the label of the previous step. The credibility
of this piece of data will increase. (4) Add frequency labels. When the pseudo-labels and
clustering labels are the same, the frequency label is increased by one. When the number
of program loops gradually increases, the training data of the random forest will also
gradually increase, which will cause the prediction results of the random forest model to
fluctuate. As the number of loops increases, the larger the value of the frequency label, the
more it can be proved that when the training data increase, the data have little effect on it.
It is proved that the landslides (non-landslides) in the data have more in common with the
data of multiple cluster classifications, indicating that the cluster labels of the data are more
credible. (5) Determine whether the value of the frequency label reaches the threshold set
by the end condition (when the frequency label value of a certain piece of data reaches 10,
select all data with a frequency label greater than seven as high-confidence data). If not,
return to step 1. Change the raster data selection method selected in step 1. A random
selection of 622 cell data from all raster cells, regardless of the proportion of landslide and
non-landslide data. Moreover, the data were compared with existing high-confidence data
to remove redundant data.

The final high-trust data obtained are shown in Table 1. The more matching values,
the higher the reliability of the data, and the smaller the number of matching values, which
proves that the data fluctuate wildly and cannot be accepted as high-trust data.

Figure 6 shows the high-trust non-landslide points distribution in the study area. It
can be seen from Figure 6a that a large part of the high-trust non-landslide point data are
on the water surface. Figure 6b shows that most high-trust non-landslide point data are
distributed over low-altitude areas, proving that it is advisable to adopt a semi-supervised
framework to select high-trust non-landslide points.

Table 1. Highly trusted data (excerpt).

Grid Cell
Number Elevation (m)

Slope
Direction

(◦)
Slope (◦)

Distance
from Water
System (m)

Cluster Labels Match
Count

1,994,470 0 −1.00 0.00 0 No landslide 10
392,364 93 343.98 25.87 100 No landslide 10

1,160,375 30 282.52 4.27 200 No landslide 6
1,161,694 37 67.28 20.70 100 No landslide 5
153,813 478 109.13 11.87 500 Landslide 10
888,368 429 135.66 44.76 300 Landslide 10

1,784,541 271 203.08 28.26 100 Landslide 5
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(b) High-trust non-landslide elevation map.

4.2. Weight Determination Analysis

Based on the high-trust data obtained above, the maximum correlation minimum
redundancy algorithm is used to calculate the weight of the landslide environmental
factors. The mutual information on each environmental element and the landslide is shown
in Figure 7, and the weights of environmental factors are shown in Figure 8. Mutual
information represents the amount of information one random variable contains in another.
Therefore, the higher the mutual information, the closer the relationship between the two
variables. Figure 7 shows the mutual information between various environmental factors.
It can be seen from the mutual information between each environmental element and
landslide in Figure 7 that the mutual information between the slope aspect and landslide
is the largest, with a value of 0.86. However, in the final weights shown in Figure 8, the
influence of the slope direction on the landslide is ranked second. The slope direction and
landslide have high mutual information, and the slope direction and other environmental
factors also have high mutual information. Therefore, when the slope direction is used
as the input for landslide prediction, if the weight of the slope direction is too high, it
will lead to more redundancy and more significant prediction errors. Therefore, in the
final weights calculated by the maximum correlation minimum redundancy algorithm,
the weight of the slope direction is less than the weight of the elevation. This proves that
it is feasible to calculate the importance of the landslide factor based on the maximum
correlation minimum redundancy algorithm.
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4.3. PSO-ELM Prediction Model

The model flow of the extreme learning machine optimized by the particle swarm
optimization algorithm is shown in Figure 9: (1) To posit the velocity of the random
particle swarm; (2) To evaluate the fitness value of all particles to get the optimal global
position; (3) To update the velocity and position of each particle; (4) To evaluate the optimal
fitness value of each particle of the previous iteration process, compare it with its own
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historical optimal fitness value, and select a better one; (5) To update the optimal global
position—each particle moves towards the optimal global position and its optimal historical
position; (6) To predict landslide susceptibility by assigning optimal parameters to an
extreme learning machine.
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4.4. Landslide Susceptibility Mapping

The landslide susceptibility mapping of the study area is shown in Figure 10. The
natural discontinuity method divides landslide susceptibility into five zones: very low, low,
medium, high, and very high. Figure 10 indicates that:

(1) The landslide points in the figure are landslide high-trust points expanded by the
semi-supervised learning framework. Because the original landslide point may be
accidental, it may be difficult for subsequent landslides to occur in this area over time.
Therefore, this paper uses the expanded landslide high-confidence points to test the
landslide susceptibility mapping.

(2) The results of the four models, SS-PSO-ELM, SS-ELM, PSO-ELM, and ELM, are shown
in the figure. The high-trust landslide points all fall in the high-risk and very high-risk
areas, proving that the four models can effectively predict landslides. However, in the
PSO-ELM model and the ELM model, the high-risk and very high-risk areas account
for a large proportion of the entire study area, which is inconsistent with reality. The
SS-PSO-ELM model and the SS-ELM model are more realistic.

(3) In the northwest corner of the study area, the SS-PSO-ELM model and the SS-ELM
model predicted a very high-risk area. The prediction results in the PSO-ELM and
ELM models are low-risk and very low-risk areas. After data inspection and analysis,
the reason is that the non-landslide points of the model without the semi-supervised
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learning framework are randomly selected in the study area. However, randomly
selected points within the study area do not guarantee that they are credible non-
landslide points. As shown in this case, the area that was initially a high risk of the
landslide was used as a sample to enter the training data into non-landslide points,
resulting in a large discrepancy between the results and the actual results.
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5. Modeling Uncertainty Analysis
5.1. ROC Accuracy Evaluation

As shown in Figure 11, the model’s prediction accuracy is evaluated by the AUC area
under the ROC curve. The AUCs of SS-PSO-ELM, SS-ELM, PSO-ELM, and ELM was 0.893,
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0.867, 0.788, and 0.710, respectively. From the image, SS-PSO-ELM and SS-ELM have better
prediction performance of landslide susceptibility. However, the curve of the SS-ELM
model rises slowly in the later stage, and the prediction performance fluctuates wildly.
Furthermore, this proves that the extreme learning machine model optimized by particle
swarm optimization algorithm has higher accuracy and stability in landslide susceptibility
prediction. The AUC accuracy of the SS-PSO-ELM model is 0.105 more increased than that
of the PSO-ELM model without the semi-supervised learning framework. This shows that
using a semi-supervised learning framework to screen non-landslide high-trust points can
significantly improve the performance of landslide susceptibility prediction.
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5.2. Susceptibility Index Distribution

The distribution of the susceptibility index can visually observe the number of indi-
viduals in the specific susceptibility index interval in the study area. In practice, the range
of landslide sites is much smaller than that of non-landslide sites. Therefore, we will focus
on the very high-risk and very low-risk areas’ scale when judging the model’s performance
in landslide susceptibility prediction. The larger the scale of the two areas, the better the
model’s ability to identify landslides. Therefore, the distribution of the susceptibility index
can intuitively see the proportion of each risk area of the model and can more intuitively
reflect the predictive performance of the model.

Figure 12 shows the susceptibility index distribution, showing the amount included in
each landslide probability interval. The mean and standard deviation is shown in Figure 12
can better reflect the prediction level of the four models and the dispersion degree of the
predicted landslide data. Figure 13 demonstrates the proportion of each landslide-prone
zone in the study area. Both figures can show the stability of the model for landslide
prediction and judge whether the model prediction is in line with the actual situation.
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(1) The landslide risk areas of the SS-PSO-ELM model and the SS-ELM model are con-
centrated in low-risk and very low-risk areas and less in high-risk and very high-risk
areas. The overall trend of landslide susceptibility is that the area from low risk to
high risk gradually decreases, which is more in line with reality.

(2) The mean value of landslide occurrence probability of SS-PSO-ELM and SS-ELM
models is smaller than that of the PSO-ELM model and ELM model. It is proved that
the semi-supervised learning framework’s prediction of landslide susceptibility is in
line with reality, and the extremely low-susceptibility and low-susceptibility areas of
landslides are the mainstream in the study area.

(3) In Figure 12, the standard deviations of the four models are compared from large to
small, namely SS-PSO-ELM, SS-ELM, PSO-ELM, and ELM. The SS-PSO-ELM standard
deviation is the largest, proving that the SS-PSO-ELM model can distinguish and
identify landslides and better reflect the differences in landslide susceptibility to the
study area. However, since the PSO-ELM and ELM models do not use high-trust
non-landslide points as training data, the probability of landslides in most places
is concentrated between 0.4 and 0.6, and there is no good ability to discriminate
landslides. Furthermore, most of the predicted areas are in the high-risk prone regions
to landslides, which is inconsistent with the actual situation.

5.3. Model Evaluation

The evaluation indexes of each model are shown in Table 2. The RMSE of the particle
swarm optimized SS-PSO-ELM model is smaller than that of the PSO-ELM model. Fur-
thermore, the small model volatility indicates that the extreme learning machine model
optimized by the particle swarm optimization algorithm has significantly improved the
landslide susceptibility prediction performance. The AUC values of the SS-PSO-ELM
model and the SS-ELM model are higher than those of the PSO-ELM model and the ELM
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model, proving that the semi-supervised learning framework can significantly improve the
performance of the model. Figures 12 and 13 and Table 2 indicate that SS-PSO-ELM has a
higher performance in predicting landslide susceptibility, which is more in line with reality.

Table 2. Model evaluation metrics.

Model Mean Standard Deviation AUC RMSE

SS-PSO-ELM 0.452 0.126 0.893 0.370
SS-ELM 0.358 0.100 0.867 0.438

PSO-ELM 0.514 0.050 0.788 0.417
ELM 0.471 0.042 0.710 0.442

6. Conclusions

This paper takes Fu’an City, Fujian Province, as the research object and selects eight
environmental factors: elevation, slope, NDVI, plane curvature, section curvature, water
system distance, slope aspect, and lithology. A model evaluating landslide susceptibility
is established with semi-supervised learning as the framework and the extreme learning
machine of particle swarm optimization as the driving model. A comparative analysis was
conducted with SS-ELM, PSO-ELM, and ELM as contrast models.

The SS-PSO-ELM model has the highest AUC accuracy, indicating that the model has
the best performance in landslide susceptibility prediction. The mean value of SS-PSO-ELM
is small, which is in line with the actual situation because the landslide area in the study
area is much smaller than the non-landslide area. The standard deviation of SS-PSO-ELM
is the largest, which proves that the landslide probability values of landslide sites are
higher, the landslide probability values of non-landslide sites are lower, and they have
better landslide identification ability. In addition, the RMSE of the SS-PSO-ELM model is
the smallest, proving that the model is less volatile in landslide susceptibility prediction.

The high-trust landslide points and high-trust non-landslide points selected accord-
ing to the semi-supervised learning framework can effectively improve the accuracy of
landslide susceptibility prediction by the data-driven model. High-trust landslide points
can delete occasional landslide points, avoiding the problem of many high-risk and very
high-risk areas when data-driven models predict landslide susceptibility, which is more in
line with this reality.

Because the purpose of the clustering algorithm is to cluster similar data together, it
may lead to overfitting of the high-trust non-landslide data, and the selected high-trust
non-landslide data may belong to an approximate area or a geographically similar area. In
the next step, the research area can be divided into several areas to ensure that the number
of grid cells in each area can meet the highest performance of the clustering algorithm and
the diversity of data. The landslide sensitivity of the prediction accuracy can be further
improved, and the drawing is more reasonable.
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